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Finding a Permanent Home to Support Growth
When Sean and Whitney Mooney began looking for a pre-school 

for their daughter, they visited the Goddard School in Grandville. 

They “fell in love” with the school’s high standards – the quality 

of the building, care for the children, and exceptional pre-school 

learning programs. Whitney and Sean soon discovered Goddard 

was a franchise, and from their own experience they saw the 

demand and need for more schools in the Grand Rapids area. 

This prompted their discussion of quitting their jobs to start their 

own school.

“Three years ago, Sean said, ‘We should do that,’ and when 

Sean says we should do something, it usually means we will and 

here we are, today!” – Whitney Mooney

The Mooney’s contacted Goddard School’s corporate office 

and began the process of owning their own franchise. They 

The Goddard School 
Knapp’s Corner

spoke with 

Lindsey Moore, 

owner of the 

Goddard School in 

Grandville, to learn 

more from her 

experience. Lindsey recommended they reach out to First Companies 

to manage the construction. After meeting with the team, the 

Mooney’s found an immediate connection and partnership.

The couple’s original desire was to build, so Sean and Whitney started 

the hunt for a piece of land. When a few months passed by and that 

perfect lot didn’t appear, they re-evaluated their options, and with 

the help of First Companies’ real estate team, 

quickly located the perfect building – a 

foreclosure at 2911 Knapp Street NE with 

easy access off the Beltline! 

The building that Sean and Whitney purchased was 
previously a medical office building.

BEFORE
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“If we hadn’t worked with First Companies, we 

never would’ve gotten a building with the quality 

features and finishes like we have here. Our agent 

found us a foreclosure that had great possibilities 

for our school and provided that ‘Colorado lodge 

look’ we had envisioned from the beginning. We 

knew as soon as we walked in it had potential and 

would be a much better option for us than trying 

to build from scratch. We got a great deal on this 

property, which included the building, for what we 

would’ve paid for the lot alone.” – Sean Mooney

Goddard has very high standards to ensure 

the health and safety of children and assigned 

a construction representative to make certain 

First Companies met Goddard’s criteria. As the 

project progressed, Sean and Whitney had a 

number of ideas for other improvements outside of the Goddard 

norm. Additionally, First Companies identified opportunities to 

meet quality requirements while reducing costs using alternative 

construction techniques and/or materials – all of which needed 

approval by Goddard.

“As a franchisee, we had to work with the Goddard 

Real Estate and Construction staffs throughout the 

project. This is where First Companies was a real 

blessing. They knew local regulations and suppliers as 

well as Goddard’s standards and were able to help us 

navigate various discussions with the corporate office. 

At each step, First Companies had the right people in 

place to get the job done.” – Sean Mooney

“First Companies brought common sense and weren’t 

hung up on simply following the specs without 

questioning what would be best for us. They cared 

about giving us a quality end-product and equipped us 

with the knowledge and reasoning we needed to have 

discussions with Goddard about changes we wanted 

to make. First Companies went above and beyond. Our 

project manager spoke directly with Goddard 

to explain the situation, why the change was 

an improvement, and in almost every 

case, Goddard said, ‘yes’!”  

– Whitney Mooney

The Goddard School’s new Knapp Street location possesses an abundance of intrinsic character. Expert interior design modernizes 
and unifies the space to embody the “Colorado Lodge” look and feel that the owners had envisioned. 

Meeting the Needs of Local Residents Through Quality Childcare

“At each 
step, First 
Companies 

had the 
right people 
in the right 

place to 
get the job 

done.”
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One “above and beyond” 

moment was the selection of the 

bollards – sturdy, short, vertical 

posts used to guide traffic 

and protect the building from 

vehicles. Goddard requires the 

use of bollards – a total of 93 for 

this building – and had specified 

a single vendor’s product. Sean 

and Whitney’s project manager 

found a superior solution that 

was not only budget-friendly 

(half the original price), it was a 

better product overall. Goddard 

now recommends this option to 

other franchisees.

“If you brought a problem to our project manager, he would figure 

it out! He always found a time to address the issue and adjust to 

stay on track with the schedule.” - Sean Mooney

”Our site superintendent was unbelievable! He definitely exceeded 

expectations by doing things he didn’t have to, like hanging 

shelves and pictures for us. He also was available on weekends 

to meet with subcontractors as needed. We also had a superior 

experience with your interior designer who came in with an entire 

storyboard of material selections. With her skill and preparation, 

we completed the entire design plan in one meeting!” – Whitney 

Mooney

The comprehensive building 

renovation included a small 

addition to the existing structure, 

a redesign of the parking lot 

and traffic flow, creation of 

the playground, and a bridge 

to connect the parking lot and 

playground without disturbing 

the protected wetlands. First 

Companies took care of every 

detail for the Mooney’s from 

beginning to end, coordinating 

with architect, Ken Dixon, and 

designer, Shirley DeRuiter. The 

project also included enclosing 

what was a drive-through on the 

front of the building and moving the entrance to the side, as well 

as the addition of a second stairwell on the east side of the building 

to meet current building code. Once construction was completed, 

ongoing maintenance of the facility was transitioned to the First 

Companies property management team to make sure it retains the 

level of function and quality that the school enjoys today. 

“It’s so great to be able to just call up the property management 

team when we need something taken care of. When an issue 

arises, it’s a benefit to have the same subcontractors who did the 

initial installation come in to fix it! They know the building already, 

so it is much quicker and easier to get work done. We’re very 

happy with the response times we’re receiving. First Companies 

also follows up with us to make sure we’re satisfied with the 

work.” – Whitney Mooney

THE GODDARD SCHOOL - KNAPP’S CORNER
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The use of bollards is often required at Goddard School sites to 
ensure safety and manage traffic. First Companies found a superior 

product at a lower cost, saving this school money and providing 
another option for other schools in the future.

LEFT: Sean and Whitney’s office features a tall sloped ceiling and large windows overlooking the campus. Their 

office is located near the main entrance and provides ample space for group meetings.

MIDDLE: A team breakroom and kitchen can be found in the center of building for easy access by all teachers.

RIGHT: Stone pillars, which previously supported the covered drop-off of the original building, have now been 

creatively integrated into the new space, adding to the unique character of the school. 
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“First Companies offered us a one-stop-shop for all our space needs. Their real estate division helped us find this building. They worked 

with us on financing and pulled together an investment group to help fund the project. We are part owners and plan to eventually buy 

the others out when we are ready. First Companies was truly able to meet all our needs. Goddard didn’t understand the First Companies 

model and concept of being a one-stop-shop for us. When we explained everything the company does, it blew their minds. They now see 

the value and why we went with First Companies and share this model with others in their corporate office.” – Sean Mooney

We asked Sean and Whitney if they had any advice for others who 

are contemplating a similar project:

“Be patient and have a realistic time frame in mind. Once you set 

your grand opening date, pad it by another 30 days. It’s really 

about patience.”

“Have a really great partner you can do it with – like a spouse or 

someone else – so you can divide and conquer. It’s much better 

than doing it by yourself.”

“Know what you want to do and express it to your construction 

company. Have your vision in place. Don’t try to develop it during 

the construction process as changes can get pricey.”

Colorful, umbrella-covered playground equipment is enclosed by 
high-end gating and surrounded with abundant foliage, offering a safe 

and private space for children to play.

The Goddard School houses six classrooms for children from infancy 
through kindergarten. Each classroom features large windows that bring 

in natural light as well as ample space for the day’s varying activities.

A gated bridge connects the school and the playground in a 
manner that maximizes all available space on the lot, ensuring the 

safety of the children and the wetlands. 

“Go with First Companies! When we’re ready to do our next one, 

we’ll call First Companies.”


